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Abstract

Transaction-time databases record all previous database states and are ever-growing, leading
to potentially huge quantities of data. For that reason, efficient query processing and the
utilization of cheap write-once storage media is of particular importance. This is facilitated
by adopting a log-based storage structure. Timeslices, i.e., relation states or snapshots, are
computed by traversing the logs, using previously computed and cached timeslices as outsets.
When computing a new timeslice, the cache will contain two candidate outsets: an earlier outset
and a later outset. The new timeslice can be computed by either incrementally updating the
earlier outset or decrementally downdating the later outset. This paper proposes an efficient
algorithm that efficiently identifies the cheaper outset.

The perhaps most obvious algorithm uses the proximity in time between the earlier and later
outsets and the new timeslice as the basis for its measure of cost. Unfortunately, this is not a
reliable measure of the in the number of changes recorded in the logs between each of the two
outsets and the new timeslice. The amount of change to the database may vary substantially
over time. We subsequently investigated a number of index structures on the timestamps in
the logs, including B+-trees, Monotonic B+-trees, and Append-only trees. The fundamental
idea was that determining the relative positioning, of the timestamps of the earlier, the new,
and the later timeslices, in an index would allow a computation of the corresponding number
of changes recorded in the logs between these times. Unfortunately, the lack in these index
structures of either a homogeneous node structure, a controllable fill-factor for nodes, or of an
appropriate node allocation algorithm greatly complicated the computation.

Consequently, a specialized index structure was developed to support the algorithm. We
present and analyze two variations of this index structure, the Insertion tree (I-tree) and the
Pointer-less Insertion tree (PLI-tree). The cost of using one of these trees for picking the
optimal outset for timeslice computation is only slightly lower than that of using a B+-tree.
However, being sparse and packed, I-trees and PLI-trees require little space overhead, and they
are cheap to maintain as the underlying relations are updated. The trees also provide a basis
for an algorithm that precisely and efficiently predicts the actual costs of computing timeslices
in advance. This is useful for query optimization and can be essential in real-time applications.
Finally, it is demonstrated how the trees can be used in the computation of other types of
queries. As a proof of the functionality of the I- and PLI-tree we have implemented main
memory versions of both.
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1 Introduction

A transaction-time database records for each tuple the time when it was current in the database
and thus records the history of the database [SA 85, JCEGHJ 94]. Database systems supporting
transaction time are useful in a wide range of applications, including accounting and banking,
where transactions on accounts are stored, as well as in many other systems where audit trails are
important [EN 89]. Applications also include the management of medical records [DWB 86].

Recent and continuing advances in hardware have made the storage of ever-growing and poten-
tially huge transaction-time databases a practical possibility. In order to make transaction-time
systems practical, the hardware advances must be combined with advances in query processing
techniques. Research focus has spread from conceptual data modeling aspects to also include
implementation-related aspects [Sto 87, LS 90a, LS 90b], and significant effort has recently been
devoted to implementation-related topics (e.g., see [RS 87, McK 86, SS 88, Soo 91]).

The timeslice operator [Sch 77, AB 80] is one of the central operators in temporal database
systems. Indeed, most temporal relational algebras [MS 91] proposed to date contain a variation of
this operator, and user-level, temporal query language proposals frequently provide special syntax
for timeslice queries. Further, a substantial portion of the natural-language queries in a recent
consensus test suite for temporal query languages [J 93] may be implemented using the timeslice
operator. The timeslice R(t), of a relation R at a time, t, not exceeding the current time, is the
snapshot state of the relation R as of time t.

The transaction-time data model used in this paper is the backlog model [JM 92]. In this model,
a backlog is generated and maintained by the system for each relation defined in the database
schema. The change requests (i.e., inserts and deletes) to a relation are appended to its backlog.
A relation is derived from a backlog by using the timeslice operator. Besides the attributes of the
associated relation, each tuple in a backlog contains attributes which make the implementation of
the timeslice operator possible, such as a transaction timestamp.

Data is, at least in principle, never deleted from a transaction-time database, meaning that it
may eventually contain very large amounts of data. For transaction-time databases to be useful,
queries must be processed efficiently. One way to improve efficiency is to use differential compu-
tation, i.e., incrementally or decrementally compute queries from the cached results of similar and
previously computed queries [Rou 91, JM 93, BCL 89, BLT 86, LHMPW 86, CSLLM 90].

The I-tree is a degenerate, sparse B+-tree designed for append-only relations, such as backlogs
where data is inserted in transaction timestamp order. Thus, insertions are done in the right-most
leaf only, and nodes may be packed completely because node splitting never occurs. The PLI-tree
is a specialization of the I-tree which contains no pointers; they are replaced by computation.

In this paper we use an I- or PLI-tree as a permanent index on the transaction timestamps
in a backlog. The tree is updated every time a new page of change requests is allocated for the
backlog. Given a transaction timestamp, the tree efficiently locates the disk pages containing the
change request(s) with that timestamp or the most recent earlier timestamp. This ability of the
I- and PLI-tree, to find the page position of a change request corresponding to a given timestamp
value, is exploited during timeslice computation as described next.

When given a time tx at which to timeslice relation R, the times tx−1 and tx+1 of the nearest
earlier and later timeslices, i.e., R(tx−1) and R(tx+1), respectively, in the cache are identified. The
I- or PLI-tree is then used to compute page positions for the times tx−1, tx, and tx+1 in the backlog.
These positions can then be used to predict whether it is going to be more efficient to incrementally
compute R(tx) from R(tx−1) or decrementally compute R(tx) from R(tx+1).

The most efficient outset for differential computation of the timeslice operator can be chosen
with little overhead, and the cost of computing the timeslice can be predicted precisely and effi-
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ciently, which is useful in e.g., real-time applications. Also, the I- or PLI-tree can be used to find
the exact position of a change request in the backlog. This can be used to retrieve statistics which
are useful for query optimization.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data structures and operators in the
backlog model. Section 3 defines the I-tree and explains why it is well-suited for backlogs. This
section also compares the I-tree with related indices. Section 4 defines the PLI-tree and compare
it with the I-tree. Section 5 shows how an I- or PLI-tree index on a backlog can be used to
decide whether incremental or decremental computation is most efficient. Section 6 shows other
situations where the I- or PLI-tree can be used. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the paper and points
to directions for future research. An appendix contains the algorithms that formed the basis for
implementing the I- and the PLI-tree.

2 Implementation Model for Transaction-Time Databases

Several data models support transaction-time; for a recent survey, please see [Sno 92]. In this paper
we have chosen the backlog data model because it is a very simple first normal form data model and
because the simple query language has a formal semantic based on the relational algebra [Sno 92].
In this section we review the structures used in the backlog model [JM 92, JM 93]. Next, the
timeslice operators is formally defined, and finally differential computation is informally introduced.

2.1 Backlog and Cache

For each relation R defined in the database schema, the database system generates and maintains
a backlog BR. A backlog BR is a relation which contains the entire history of change requests to
the relation R. The schema of a relation R and its corresponding backlog BR is shown in Figure 1.

R: A1 : D1 . . . An : Dn

BR: Id : surr Operation : {Ins,Del} Time : TTIME A1 : D1 . . . An : Dn

Figure 1: The attributes of the relation R and its backlog BR.

The backlog schema contains all attributes A1 to An defined in the corresponding relation. In
addition the backlog has three new attributes: “Id,” a surrogate used as a tuple identifier for change
requests in the backlog; “Operation,” an indicator of whether the change request is an insertion
or a deletion (updates are modeled as a deletion/insertion pairs with the same transaction time-
stamp); and “Time,” an instant-valued transaction timestamp. It is assumed that each change
request has a unique transaction timestamp (except updates) and that the backlog is ordered in
transaction-time order.

Figure 2 shows the effect on the backlog BR resulting from a change request to the relation R.
When an insertion to R is requested, an insertion change request is appended to BR. When

a deletion from R of a tuple with key value k is requested, a deletion change request is appended
to BR. The function tuple(k) returns the tuple identified by k, a primary key value in relation R.
To efficiently compute this function, we assume that a cache for R(now) is maintained eagerly.
When an update of a tuple with key value k is requested, two change requests are appended to the
backlog, namely a deletion of the tuple with the key value k and an insertion of the tuple with key
value k and the new attribute values.
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Change request to R Effect on BR

insert R(tuple) insert BR(id, Ins, time, tuple)
delete R(k) insert BR(id, Del, time, tuple(k))

update R(k, new values) insert BR(id, Del, time, tuple(k))
insert BR(id, Ins, time, k, new values)

Figure 2: Operations on a relation and their effect on the backlog.

Note that the storage space requirements are O(n) where n is the total number of different
versions of all tuples. The insertion or a deletion of a tuple results in a single change request being
appended to the backlog. The modification of an existing tuple results in two change requests
being appended.

The results of previously computed timeslices are saved in view pointer caches [Rou 91]. A
view pointer cache is a stored data structure containing a collection of pointers to change requests
needed to materialize the result of the corresponding timeslice.

The structure of a view pointer cache is

(TID′ : surr, TID : surr, PID : ptr)

where values of the attribute TID′ are surrogates used as tuple identifiers in the view pointer cache.
Values of the attribute TID are surrogates referring to change requests in the backlog. Finally,
values of the attribute PID are pointers to pages in the backlog where the change requests are
stored. View pointer caches may also be used for caching results of more general queries than
timeslices, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

It is obvious, that if we store a cache every single time a new timeslice is computed and never
reclaim space, then eventually the space requirements will be prohibitive. To solve this problem,
we assume that a fixed amount of space will be allocated for storing caches. The choice of an
appropriate cache replacement strategy is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2 Algebra Operators

The five basic relational operators are retained in the algebra for the backlog model. A relation
must be timesliced before it is used as an operand in an algebra expression. The idea of timeslicing
can be expressed as follows.

R(tx) denotes R at time tx, tinit ≤ tx ≤ now

R denotes R(now)

The variable now has the value of the current time, and tinit is the time when the database
was initialized. A formal definition of the timeslice operator is given next [JM 93].

Let R be a relation having attributes A1, A2, . . ., An where Key, a time-invariant key value, is
one of these. The timeslice R(tx) is given by

R(tx) = {y(n) | ∃s (s ∈ BR ∧ y[1] = s[1] ∧ y[2] = s[2] ∧ . . . ∧ y[n] = s[n] ∧
s[Time] ≤ tx ∧ s[Operation] = Ins ∧
¬∃u(u ∈ BR ∧ s[Key] = u[Key] ∧ s[Time] < u[Time] ≤ tx))}
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As can be seen, the timeslice is computed from the backlog. First, the attributes of the result are
selected. In the second line, all insertions that are before the timeslice time are identified. The
third line serves to eliminate all those insertions that have been countered by deletions before the
time of the timeslice.

2.3 Incremental and Decremental Computation

Informally, the idea of differential computation is to reuse the cached results of previously computed
timeslices together with intermediate change requests to compute the results of new timeslices.
When a timeslice query is issued against the database, the closest earlier and later timeslices
that have been previously computed and cached are located. Note that it is straightforward to
locate these cached timeslices; for example, a B+-tree on the times of the timeslices can be used.
The problem of query matching when more general queries may be cached for reuse is addressed
elsewhere [Rou 91, JM 93]. This paper addresses the problem of how to efficiently determine
whether incremental computation, using the earlier timeslice, or decremental computation, using
the later timeslice, is most cost-efficient.

Figure 3: Differential computation of the timeslice operator.

The idea of differential computation of timeslices is shown in Figure 3. The structures R(tx−1)
and R(tx+1) are view pointer caches containing the results of previously computed timeslices, and
R(tx) is the timeslice to be computed. To incrementally update R(tx−1) to R(tx) the change re-
quests between A and B in Figure 3 must be traversed. Similarly, to decrementally “downdate”
R(tx+1) to R(tx) the change requests between C and B must be traversed. Algorithms for incremen-
tal and decremental computation of timeslices have been described previously [JMR 91, JM 93].

3 I-trees

In this section, we first review related work on indices and explain why a new index is needed. We
then describe the structure of the I-tree and show how the tree is maintained during insertions to
backlogs.

3.1 Related Work

The I-tree is a degenerate B+-tree similar to and inspired by the Monotonic B+-tree (MB-tree)
[EWK 93] and the Append-only tree (AP-tree) [GS 93]. The I-tree is specifically designed to index
monotonically increasing values. If a regular B+-tree was used for this, the nodes would only be
approximately 50% full [GS 93].
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Several other indices may be used to index monotonically increasing key values; for an overview,
please see [T 93]. Here, we describe why we have defined a new index instead of adopting any of
the two most closely related indices, the MB-tree and the AP-tree.

The MB-tree has not been used for three reasons. First, the internal nodes and the leaf nodes
have different formats, and the leaf nodes can be different in size. This lack of homogeneity is not
desirable for our purposes. Second, internal nodes in the right-most subtree are allocated before
they are needed, yielding an avoidable space overhead. Third, in the insertion algorithm extra
parameters are given to be able to implement a Time Index [EWK 93]. This extra generality, not
needed for our use, complicates the insertion algorithm.

The AP-tree has not been used for three reasons. First, all pointers between nodes in the
AP-tree are double pointers. For our problem, single pointers will do. Second, not all pointers are
used in the internal nodes of the AP-tree, giving a slight waste of space. Third, when nodes in the
right-most subtree of the root are appended, the chain from the root to the right-most leaf must
be traversed. This requires that these nodes are stored in main memory or read from secondary
storage.

The I-tree and PLI-tree are designed for our specific problem, and it has been possible to
eliminate the problems mentioned above, as we shall see next.

3.2 Characteristics of the I-tree

An I-tree of order d has the following properties. An example follows the properties.

1. All nodes (including the root, internal nodes, and leaf nodes) are of the format

< P0, t0, P1, t1, . . . , Pd−2, td−2, Pd−1 >

where the Pi are pointers and the ti are (search) key values.

2. A root node has i+ 1 (non-null) pointers and i (non-null) key values if it is not a leaf,
1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. The root has one pointer if it is also a leaf.

3. All internal nodes and leafs, except the right-most node/leaf at each level, have exactly d
(non-null) pointers and d− 1 (non-null) key values. Such nodes are full.

4. Within each full node, t0 < t1 < . . . < td−2. In general, all non-null key values are ordered
this way.

5. All leaf nodes that are descendants of non-right-most subtrees of the root are at the same
level. This portion is full and balanced. The last pointer on each leaf node, Pd−1, is used to
chain leaf nodes together in search key order.

6. Insertions are always done in the right-most leaf, deletions do not occur, and search is as in
B+-trees.

7. For a tree of height h and with a root that has n subtrees, 2 ≤ n ≤ d − 1, these properties
hold.

• The first n− 1 subtrees are full and balanced and have height h− 1.

• The n’th subtree has at least height zero and at most h− 1.

• When the n’th subtree is full, a new subtree of height zero is created (explained further
in the next section). If the height of the tree is increased by one, the new root only has
two subtrees: one that is filled and one of height zero.
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Figure 4: An example of an I-tree of height h = 2 and order d = 3.

An example of an I-tree is shown in Figure 4. The tree shown is of height h = 2 and order
d = 3. The chain of pointers and nodes to the right is called the right-most chain. In Figure 4,
the right-most chain consists of the root, the boldface pointer, and the right-most leaf, termed
the current node. The array is a dynamic array containing pointers to all nodes in the right-most
chain [EWK 93]. These pointers are used when insertions are made to the tree. In Figure 4
Position 0 of the array points to 6 and Position 1 points to 5. The numbers 5 and 6 refer to the
numbers shown above the right corner of each node. These numbers are used for illustrating the
dynamics of the index and are not part of the data structure. Furthermore, for each position in
the array, the level of the node is stored along with an indication of whether the node is full or
not. Figure 4 also shows that the right-most subtree of the root needs not be balanced—there is
no node at Level 1.

3.3 Insertion into the I-tree

We give a comprehensive description of insertion into the I-tree by means of three examples that
cover all possible combinations. The algorithms that formed the basis for the implemention of the
I-tree are listed in appendix A.

1. Figure 5A shows an example of the general case where the whole tree is completely full and
balanced. The key value 17 must be inserted. A new leaf is created and the new value
inserted. A new root is created and the last key value in the old current node is inserted.
The left-most pointer of the new root is set to point to the old root, and the right-most
pointer is set to point to the new leaf. The array is properly updated.

2. Figure 5B shows an example of the general case where a non-full node is found in the right-
most chain. The number of levels between the closest non-full node and the next node in
the right-most chain is one. The key value 28 must be inserted. A new leaf is created and
the value 28 is inserted. The last key value in the old current node is inserted in the non-full
node, and a new right-most pointer in the node is set to point to the new leaf. The array is
updated to reflect the new leaf node.

3. Figure 5C shows an example of the general case where all nodes in the right-most subtree of
the root are full, but the subtree is not balanced. This case also covers the situation when
the root is full but the right-most subtree of the root not balanced. The key value 151 is to
be inserted. A new leaf is created and the new key value is inserted. The last key value of
the old current node is inserted in a new node created between the right-most node, found
to point directly to a leaf, and the new leaf. The array is properly updated.
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Figure 5: Examples of appends to the I-tree

4 PLI-trees

To increase the number of key values in each node of the I-tree, thereby reducing the index size,
all pointers in nodes may be eliminated. Assuming that the nodes (disk pages) of an I-tree are
stored on disk in allocation order and consecutively, pointers may be replaced by computation.
The resulting data structure is called the Pointer Less I-tree (PLI-tree).

In this section, we first describe the characteristics of the PLI-tree. Then we give an example
of the tree and explain how search is accomplished. Next, the requirement of consecutive storage
is relaxed. Finally, we compare I-trees and PLI-trees.

4.1 Characteristics of the PLI-tree

An PLI-tree of order d has the following properties. An example follows the properties.

1. All nodes (including the root, internal nodes, and leaf nodes) are of the format

< t0, t1, . . . , td−2 >

where the ti are key values.

2. A root node has i (non-null) key values if it is not a leaf, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1.

3. All internal nodes and leafs, except the right-most node/leaf at each level, have exactly d−1
(non-null) key values. Such nodes are full.

4. Within each full node, t0 < t1 < . . . < td−2. In general, all non-null key values are ordered
this way.

5. All leaf nodes that are descendants of non-right-most subtrees of the root are at the same
level. This portion is full and balanced.
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6. Insertions are always done in the right-most leaf, deletions do not occur, and search is logically
done as in B+-trees.

7. For a tree of height h and with a root that has n subtrees, 2 ≤ n ≤ d − 1, these properties
hold.

• The first n− 1 subtrees are full and balanced and have height h− 1.

• The n’th subtree has at least height zero and at most h− 1.

• When the n’th subtree is full, a new subtree of height zero is created. If the height of
the tree is increased by one, the new root only has two subtrees: one that is filled and
one of height zero.

Compared to the I-tree, all properties regarding pointers are eliminated. Notice that there are no
pointers between leaf nodes in a PLI-tree, and that the search algorithm is logically the same as
for the B+-tree.

Figure 6: An example of a PLI-tree of height h = 2 and order d = 3.

An example of PLI-tree of height h = 2 and order d = 3 is shown in Figure 6. Compare this
figure to Figure 4. The dynamic array used in I-trees is retained and contains pointers to all nodes
in the right-most chain. The numbers shown above each node are node numbers. They are not a
part of the data structure, but are essential in the following explanation because they indicate the
allocation order of nodes.

4.2 Insertion and Search in the PLI-trees

The PLI-tree insertion algorithm is almost identical to that of the I-tree. The difference is that
nodes are allocated in in-order and the pointer manipulation between nodes is eliminated. Ap-
pendix A lists the insertion algorithms for both the I-tree and the PLI-tree, and compares them.

The search algorithm for the PLI-tree is different from the search algorithm for the B+-tree
and I-tree. This is due to the fact that no pointers exists between nodes. We discuss how searching
is accomplished below; further details are provided in the appendix. In the following, we use the
word “pointer” to mean the “implicit pointers” between the nodes.

Figure 7A shows a PLI-tree. The numbers above each node show the order in which nodes are
allocated. It can be seen that the nodes are allocated in in-order. Figure 7B shows how we assume
that the nodes are stored in a file. The start address of a file is always known. The node numbers
make searching without pointers possible because they are the offset within the file.

To describe search in the PLI-tree, the following parameters are needed, see also Figure 7 for
further explanation.
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Figure 7: An example of a PLI-tree and how nodes are stored in a file.

Name Description
h height of the PLI-tree
d order of the PLI-tree
p pointer number in a node
l level number in the tree

The search algorithm is called with a key value when the tree contains more than one node.
First the root and the level of the root is found in the dynamic array. The node number of the
root can be computed as follows.

root number = Σh−1
i=0 d

i

Explanation: The PLI-tree is full except for the right-most subtree. When the nodes are allocated
in in-order, a subtree of height one smaller than the height of the PLI-tree is allocated before the
root. Notice the first node number is 0. In Figure 7 the root number is:

root number = Σ2−1
i=0 3i = 1 + 3 = 4

If the left-most pointer of a node is followed, we are going to a node that was allocated earlier;
we thus subtract all nodes that were allocated between the old node and the new node. This
number is computed as follows.

new number =

{
old number − ((d− 1)(Σh−(l+2)

i=0 di) + 1) if l + 2 ≤ h
old number − 1 if l + 2 > h

Explanation: d− 1 is the number of subtrees of the new node that were allocated between the old
and the new node. The sum finds the number of nodes in a subtree of the new node, thus the
h− (l+ 2). The second case is needed because the new node may have no subtrees. The +1 is for
the old node. If we follow the left-most pointer of the root in Figure 7 the new node number is
given by:

new number = 4− ((3− 1)(Σ2−(0+2)
i=0 3i) + 1) = 4− (2 · 1 + 1) = 1
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If the pointer followed is not the left-most pointer, we go to a node that was allocated later.
Two possibilities exist. We are in the right-most subtree or we are not in the right-most subtree.
In the latter case, the new node number is found by the formula below.

new number =

{
old number + (pl − 1)Σh−(l+1)

i=0 di + Σh−(l+2)
i=0 di + 1 if l + 2 ≤ h

old number + (pl − 1)Σh−(l+1)
i=0 di + 1 if l + 2 > h

Explanation: We name the pointer number followed at level l, pl. Between the old and the new
node, we have allocated pl − 1 subtrees of nodes of height one smaller than the height of the old
node; thus the first sum. We have also allocated the left-most subtree of the new node and the old
node itself, thus the second sum and the +1. Again, two cases are needed to account for empty
subtrees. If we follow pointer number two in node number 1 in Figure 7, the new node number is
given by:

new number = 1 + (2− 1)Σ2−(1+1)
i=0 3i + 1 = 1 + 1 · 1 + 1 = 3

If we are in the right-most chain the dynamic array must be used to find the level of the new
node. The number of the new node if found as follows.

new number =

{
old number + (d− 2)Σh−(l+1)

i=0 di + Σh−(l+jump+1)
i=0 di + 1 if l + jump+ 1 ≤ h

old number + (d− 2)Σh−(l+1)
i=0 di + 1 if l + jump+ 1 > h

Explanation: The change from the previous formula is that the left-most subtree of the new node
may be a smaller tree depending on the number of levels between the old node and the new node.
Thus in the second sum, we use the number of level between the nodes, the jump. Notice that
if the levels are only one apart then the sum yields the same as in the previous formula If we go
from the root to the right-most leaf in Figure 7 then the new number is given by:

new number = 4 + (3− 2)Σ2−(0+1)
i=0 3i + 1 = 4 + 1 · (1 + 3) + 1 = 9

From the node number calculated, the new node is retrieved from the file containing the nodes
of the PLI-tree, using the start address of the file and the node number (the offset). This continues
until a leaf is reached. Note that the new node has no leftmost subtree.

4.3 Implementing the PLI-tree Using Extents

In the design of the PLI-tree, we have assumed that nodes (disk pages) in the tree are stored
consecutively on a disk. This makes it possible to access a node in a file on disk by a start address
and an offset. This assumption can normally not be made in a multiuser database system where
nodes are allocated dynamically. Here disk space is allocated in chunks called extents [Sal 88]. An
extent is a number of consecutive disk pages. All extents contains the same fixed number of disk
pages. Within an extent, disk pages can be accessed via a start address and an offset.

To make it possible to search a PLI-tree, without extra I/O-cost, an array containing start
addresses of all extents, in which the PLI-tree is stored, must be in main memory. The first slot of
this extent array stores the start address of the first extent allocated for the PLI-tree. Figure 8B
shows how nodes of the PLI-tree are stored in extents. In the figure, an extent consists of three
disk pages. Compare this to Figure 7. The extent array in Figure 8A contains the start address of
extents. Slot number zero points to extent number zero, etc.

From the node number, the start address and the offset must be computed to retrieve the node
from disk. The start address can be found by computing in which logical extent number the node
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Figure 8: An example of a PLI-tree and how nodes are stored in extents.

is stored and then making a lookup in the extent array. From the extent number, the number of
pages in each extent, esize, and the node number the offset can be found.

The extent number (start address) is given by the following formula.

extent number =
⌊
node number

esize

⌋
The offset is given af follows.

offset = node number − extent number · esize
As an example consider finding the extent number and the offset for node number 8 in Figure 8.

The extent number is extent number =
⌊

8
3

⌋
= 2 and the offset is offset = 8 − 2 · 3 = 2.

When we in the following specifically refer to the PLI-tree stored in extents, we term the data
structure an ePLI-tree.

4.4 I-tree versus PLI-tree

The fanout of the PLI-tree is larger compared to the fanout of the equivalent I-tree because the
pointers in the nodes are eliminated. If it is assumed that timestamps are 64 bit [Sno 92] and
pointers (Unix) 32 bit, then the fanout of a PLI-tree is approximately 50% higher than the fanout
of an equivalent I-tree. The fanout of the PLI-tree and the ePLI-tree are the same. The table
below shows the fanout for an I-tree and a PLI-tree for different page sizes.

Page size 512 1024 2048 4096 8192
PLI-tree 64 128 256 512 1024
I-tree 42 85 170 341 682

The I/O-costs of the insertion algorithm is the same for I-trees, PLI-trees, and ePLI-trees
because we assume that the dynamic array and extent array are in main memory. The I/O-cost of
the search algorithm for PLI-trees and ePLI-trees is smaller than that of I-trees due to the higher
fanout of PLI-trees and ePLI-trees.

The I-tree and PLI-tree are further compared in Section 5.4.
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5 Use of I-trees/PLI-trees for Differential Timeslice Computation

The I-tree and the PLI-tree are very similar, so we use the I-tree as an example in this section and
explain when there are differences. We first describe how to find a page position in the backlog
using the I-tree. Second, we estimate the size of the I-tree and the I/O-cost of maintaining it.
Third, we present an algorithm for choosing between incremental and decremental computation of
timeslices. Finally, the I-tree and the PLI-tree are compared.

The basic idea is to maintain an I-tree on a backlog and use it to determine if it is more cost
efficient to incrementally update a cached timeslice R(tx−1) to R(tx), tx−1 ≤ tx, or decrementally
“downdate” a cached timeslice R(tx+1) to R(tx), tx+1 ≥ tx, see Figure 3. The nodes in the I-tree
contain transaction timestamps. Figure 9 shows an I-tree on a backlog.

Figure 9: An I-tree and a backlog.

5.1 Finding Page Positions Using the I-tree

Given a change request with transaction timestamp t, its page position in the backlog is found by
using the I-tree. By page position, we mean the logical number of the disk page of the backlog
on which the change request is stored. To find the number of change requests between two times,
the page positions in the backlog of change requests with approximately those times are computed
using the I-tree. Then the desired number can be found by subtraction. To compute a page
position, the four parameters, h, d, p, and l listed on page 10 are needed, see also Figure 9. The
page position is found by searching the I-tree, with t as a parameter. For each level, it is recorded
which pointer number is followed to the next level. The page position is calculated from this
information, by this formula:

Page Position = (d− 1) ·
h−1∑
l=0

(dh−(l+1) · pl) + ph

The formula may be explained as follows. The I-tree is balanced and all nodes are full to the
left. This means that each time a pointer is skipped in a node at Level l, (d − 1) · dh − l − 1

pointers to disk pages of the backlog are passed at the leaf level. The factor pl is the pointer number
p followed to the next level, at level l. The formula sums up the number of disk pages passed at
each level from the root to the level just above leaf level. At the leaf level, one disk page is passed
each time the pointer number p is increased by one—this is ph. The parameters (pl values) needed
to compute the page position are provided using the I-tree. Notice the first disk-page number is 0.
As an example, consider finding the page position on which the change request with transaction
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timestamp = 13 is stored, see Figure 9. In this example h = 2 and d = 3. The page position is
therefore (3 − 1) · (32 − 0 − 1 · 0 + 32 − 1 − 1 · 1) + 1 = 2 · (0 + 1) + 1 = 3.

The I/O-cost of computing a page position is h disk accesses, the height of the tree.
That the page position can be calculated is the reason no pointers are needed at the leaf level

in a PLI-tree indexing a backlog.

5.2 Maintenance of the I-tree

In this subsection we estimate the size of the I-tree and the I/O-cost for maintaining the I-tree as
a permanent index on the backlog.

5.2.1 I-tree Size versus Backlog Size

The I-tree does not need to contain the transaction timestamps of all the change requests in the
backlog. Only approximately one transaction timestamp for each disk page is needed—the I-tree is
a sparse index. Two I-trees of the same height are shown in Figure 10. For this height, Figure 10A
shows a worst-case situation where the I-tree’s size is the largest possible compared to the size of
the backlog. The right-most leaf has just been allocated. For the same height, Figure 10B shows
a best-case situation where the size of the I-tree is the smallest possible compared to the size of
the backlog. This I-tree is full and balanced.

Figure 10: A) Worst-case situation. B) Best-case situation.

The following two expressions are valid for height h ≥ 1 and order d ≥ 2. In the worst-case and
best-case situations, the size of the I-tree compared with the size of the backlog is described next.

Worst case:
((∑h−1

m=0 d
m
)

+ 2
) /(

(d− 1) · dh−1 + 2
)

Best case:
∑h
m=0 d

m
/ (

(d− 1) · dh + 1
)

Examples of the worst-case and the best-case are shown in the table below for height, h = 3
and order, d = 100 [Sal 88]. As can be seen, the backlog is approximately d times larger than
the I-tree. The size of the index is very small. The difference for the worst-case and best-case is
insignificant for realistic trees.

I-tree Backlog % I-tree/Backlog
worst-case 10,103 990,002 1.0205
best-case 1,010,101 99,000,001 1.0203
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5.2.2 I/O-Cost of Maintaining the I-tree

The I/O needed to maintain the backlog itself is independent of whether or not there is an I-tree
index defined on it. There is an extra I/O-cost related to maintaining the I-tree as an index on
the backlog. Here we describe that cost. We assume that the root, the right-most leaf, and the
dynamic array of the I-tree are in main memory; and that the costs for allocating, reading, and
writing a disk page are all the same.

There is an insertion into the I-tree each time a new disk page is allocated for the backlog. Two
cases should be distinguished: when the right-most leaf of the I-tree is not full, and when that leaf
is full. The latter situation is rare. It occurs only once for each (d − 1) · Nch appends to the
backlog, where d is the order of the I-tree and Nch is the number of change requests which fit in
one disk page. In the frequent, first case, the I/O-cost for updating the I-tree is zero. In the second
case, the three possibilities shown in Figure 5 exist. The I/O-cost for these three possibilities are
shown in the table below.

Description Figure 5A Figure 5B Figure 5C
Allocate new leaf node

√ √ √

Allocate new root/node
√ √

Read internal node
√ √

Write internal node
√ √

Write old root
√

Write new node
√

Write current node
√ √ √

Total I/O-cost 4 4 6

In the worst case, it will require 6 disk access to update the I-tree when the backlog is updated.
It should be noted that the I/O-cost is independent of the height of the I-tree.

The smallest (i.e., worst case) average number of change requests that can be appended to a
backlog per I/O operation needed to maintain the I-tree index is given by ((d − 1) · Nch/6).

The table below shows examples of how many change requests can be appended to the backlog
for each I-tree I/O operation, for different realistic page sizes. It is again assumed that transaction
timestamps occupy 64 bits [Sno 92], pointers (Unix) 32 bits, and change requests 128 bytes.

Page size (bytes) 512 1,024 2,048 4,096 8,192
Order d 42 85 170 341 682
Nch 4 8 16 32 64

appends per I/O 27 112 450 1,813 7,264

The number of appends per extra disk access grow with the square of the page size because both d
and Nch depend on the page size. It is clear that the I-tree is cheap to maintain for realistic page
sizes.

Finally, the total cost of maintaining an I-tree for a backlog with | BR | change requests is less
than 6 · | BR |/((d − 1) · Nch).

5.3 Choosing between Incremental and Decremental Timeslice Computation

We first present the algorithm for choosing between incremental and decremental computation of
timeslices in transaction time databases, then we compare the cost of using the algorithm to the
cost of doing linear scan.
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5.3.1 The Algorithm

To decide whether to use incremental or decremental computation, we must know which one is
more efficient in a given situation. In the algorithm presented below, the time tx is the time of
the timeslice to be computed, and tx−1 and tx+1 are the times of the cached timeslices which are
closest to tx, before and after tx, respectively.

Observe that there will always exist both a newer timeslice and an older timeslice in the cache,
as shown in Figure 3. The timeslice R(tinit) which is empty is trivially in the cache and will always
qualify as an earlier timeslice. Next, we made the assumption that R(now) is eagerly maintained.
This timeslice will always qualify as a later timeslice.

The page positions of the times tx−1, tx, and tx+1 are denoted Ptx−1 , Ptx , and Ptx+1 in the
following. The number of pages that must be read in order to do an incremental computation is
| Ptx − Ptx−1 | + 1, and the number of pages that must be read in order to do a decremental
computation is | Ptx+1 − Ptx | + 1. The two values are compared and the result reveals
the cheapest computation method. The pseudo algorithm for choosing between incremental and
decremental timeslice computation follows.

incremental or decremental(BR, tx)
Find R(tx−1) where tx−1 = max(t ≤ tx ∧ ∃ a timeslice at time t)
Find R(tx+1) where tx+1 = min(t ≥ tx ∧ ∃ a timeslice at time t)
Ptx−1 ← page position of time tx−1

Ptx′ ← page position of time tx′
Ptx+1 ← page position of time tx+1

if | Ptx′ − Ptx−1 | ≤ | Ptx+1 − Ptx′ |
incremental timeslice(BR, R(tx−1), tx−1, tx) - - function call

else
decremental timeslice(BR, R(tx+1), tx+1, tx) - - function call

Two comments are in order. To efficiently locate the cached timeslices in the first two lines, one
may maintain a B+-tree index on the times of the cached timeslices. Next, it may be the case that
no change request exists in the backlog with timestamp tx. Thus, the page position of the change
request with the largest timestamp tx′ that does not exceed tx is computed.

5.3.2 Comparison with Linear Scan

If no I-tree is available on the backlog, the only existing way to find the cost of computing the
timeslice is to actually compute the timeslice. Due to a lack of regularity, B+-trees, MB-trees,
and AP-trees do not allow a precise and efficient prediction of the cost of computing time-slices in
advance. Therefore, to investigate if the timeslice computation using an I-tree is cost efficient, we
compare it to the timeslice computed by a linear scan of the backlog from Ptx−1 up to Ptx′ .

To find the two timeslices closest to the desired time tx, a lookup is done in the cache. We
assume that the cost for this is the same in both situations. The cost of finding the positions Ptx−1 ,
Ptx′ , and Ptx+1 in the I-tree is h disk accesses each. In the average-case, the linear scan will be
3 · h disk accesses better in approximately 50% of the cases. There is a cost for the estimate, but
this cost can reduce the total cost of computing the timeslice in the other approximately 50% of
the cases. Figure 11 shows the general case, where the cost of computing a timeslice by a linear
scan is compared to the cost of computing a timeslice using differential computation.

The x-axis indicates the position of Ptx and the y-axis indicates the number of disk accesses
needed to compute the timeslice. The solid line assumes that the timeslice R(tx) is computed
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Figure 11: Cost comparison when computing timeslices when using linear scans versus I-trees.

incrementally from Ptx−1 , while the dashed curve assumes that the I-tree is being used to determine
whether to do either incremental or decremental update, from position Ptx−1 or Ptx+1 , respectively.
Figure 11 indicates that the I-tree approach looses slightly if the distances between the timeslices
are small. At the same time, it shows that there can be significant efficiency gains using the I-tree.

Note that the temporal closeness of the times of timeslices is not a reliable measure for their
physical closeness, i.e., for how many change requests that were entered into the backlog between
the two timeslice times. To see the problem, consider an example where we assume that no I-tree
is available and that the outset closest in time to tx is chosen. If the database is updated from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. only and we want to compute a 5 p.m. timeslice for day 5 and we have a day 5, 2
p.m. cached result and a day 6, 9 a.m. cached result then the day 5 outset will be chosen, but the
day 6 outset is the best.

5.4 I-tree versus PLI-tree

The I/O cost of maintaining a PLI-tree and an ePLI-tree obey the same formulas as those derived
in Section 5.2.2 for the I-tree. The number of appends in the backlog per I/O-cost used for the
I-tree and PLI-tree are listed in the table below. It is assumed that timestamps are 64 bit, pointers
are 32 bit, and change requests 128 bytes.

Page size 512 1024 2048 4096 8192
PLI-tree 42 169 680 2,725 10,912
I-tree 27 112 450 1,813 7,264

The number of change requests which can be appended per I/O-cost is approximately 50% higher
for the PLI-tree compared to the I-tree because the fanout of a PLI-tree is approximately 50%
higher than the equivalent I-tree.

The height of PLI-trees and I-trees indexing a backlog consisting of 1 million pages are shown
below for for different page sizes.
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Page size 512 1024 2048 4096 8192
PLI-tree 3 2 2 2 1
I-tree 3 3 2 2 2

As can be seen, the height of the PLI-tree is at most one smaller than the height of the equivalent
I-tree.

The number of disk pages used for storing the PLI-tree, the ePLI-tree, and the I-tree when
indexing 1 million pages, are shown below for different page sizes. It is assumed that the extent
size is 8 disk pages:

Page size 512 1024 2048 4096 8192
PLI-tree 15,876 7,876 3,924 1,959 978
ePLI-tree 16,869 8,369 4,170 2,082 1,040
I-tree 24,392 11,907 5,919 2,943 1,471

Compared with an I-tree, an equivalent PLI-tree is approximately 33% smaller because pointers
are eliminated from the PLI-tree. Compared with a PLI-tree, an equivalent ePLI-tree are larger
because pointers to extents must be stored in the extent array. We explore the size of the extent
array next.

The table below shows the number of disk pages in the extent array for different page sizes
and different extent sizes when an ePLI-tree is used to index a backlog consisting of 1 million disk
pages. Further the fanouts of I-trees for the different page sizes are listed in the last row.

Page size
Extent size 512 1024 2048 4096 8192

8 993 493 246 123 62
16 497 247 123 62 31
32 249 124 62 31 16

Fanout I-tree 42 85 170 341 692

If the number of disk pages in the extent array is larger than the fanout for the I-tree, for the
same page size, it means that instead of storing the extent array in main memory at least the two
top levels of an I-tree could be stored in main memory instead of. If this is done then the I/O-cost
of using the I-tree will be smaller than the I/O-cost of using the ePLI-tree. This shows that the
page size and extent size must be chosen carefully for ePLI-trees.

6 Additional Uses of the I-tree

The I-tree may be used in other situations to make the database system more efficient. Here we
show that it can be used to compute an exact position of a change request. We discuss how this
information can be used in different situations and show how it can be used in random sampling.

6.1 Exact Position

Whereas the page position of a change request is the logical number of the disk page on which
the change request is stored, the exact position of a change request consists of this page position
and an offset. The exact position of a change request is useful when retrieving statistics about a
backlog, e.g., which day were the most change requests appended to the backlog.
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The exact position of a change request with transaction timestamp tx can be computed by
finding the (logical) page position where the change request resides, using the formula presented
in Section 5.1, then read the corresponding disk page and compute the change-request position,
called pch, within that disk page. When the number of change request in a full disk page, Nch,
and the number of disk pages skipped at the leaf level of the I-tree, Npages, are known, the change
request’s exact position in the backlog is given by Npages · Nch + pch. The cost of finding the
exact position is h + 1 disk accesses.

If a database administrator wants to find out how many change request were appended to a
backlog for the past day, he could issue the following backlog-based query.

count (σ[now − 1 day ≤ Time ≤ now]BR)

where count is an aggregate function which returns the cardinality of its parameter. This query
can be converted to two queries which find the exact positions of a change request with transaction
timestamp t = now - 1 day, and t = now. The number of change requests between these positions
can be computed from the results of the two exact-position queries. Generally all queries which
count the total number of change requests in a transaction time interval can be converted to exact-
position queries. This also applies to so-called time-varying queries [BM 93], the moving window
operator [NA 93], and the Σ-operator [JM 92, JMR 91].

6.2 Random Sampling

In random sampling a small part of the tuples of a relation are retrieved. Further actions are based
on the contents of the tuples in this sample set. Random sampling can be used if the processing
of the whole relation is too expensive or not necessary. It is typically used to support statistical
analysis of a data set, either to estimate parameters of interest for testing hypotheses [ORX 90].
Furthermore, financial databases are subject to annual audits, where random sampling of tuples
from databases is used [OR 89].

Simple random sampling (SRS) is sampling where the inclusion probabilities for each tuple in
the relation is uniform. SRS is fixed sized if the sample size has been specified by the user. Further,
the samples can be drawn with or without replacement. If it is drawn with replacement duplicates
may occur in the sample set. If it is drawn without replacement duplicates are not allowed.

SRS can be done via indices on the relation [OR 89, ORX 90]. The problem with e.g. a regular
B+-tree is to produce uniform inclusion probabilities for all tuples in the relations. If a pointer
number is randomly picked for each node from the root to a leaf in a B+-tree, tuples reached from
nodes with low fanout are more likely to be include in the sample set.

Fixed size SRS on transaction time in a backlog can be supported without modification to the
data structures and without increasing the cost of insertions and search in the I-tree. If we have
a sample size of j and the number of change request in the backlog is n we generate j numbers
between 1 and n. This numbers correspond to a change request’s logical number in the backlog.
The exact position method is used to find the j numbers. This is similar to the method for SRS in
Ranked B+-trees. SRS without replacement can be implemented by not allowing the same random
number to be generated twice in the same sample.

Assuming the root of the I-tree is in main memory, the I/O-cost for a SRS of fixed size, j, is
given by this formula:

Cost Sampling = j · h

The size of the sample times the height of the I-tree, which is the cost of using the exact position
method.
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If only part of the backlog must be used in the sampling, e.g. a bank is sampling on the last
years transaction, the I-tree can be used to narrow the parts of the backlog used by first retrieving
the lower and upper bounds using the exact position method.

7 Summary and Future Research

In this paper we have taken one step in the direction of realizing a global query optimizer for
temporal queries. We have given a method which can predict whether it is going to be more
efficient to incrementally or decrementally compute a timeslice from a previously computed and
cached result in a transaction-time data model. This has been done by using an Insertion tree (I-
tree) or a Pointer-Less Insertion tree (PLI-tree) as a permanent index on transaction timestamps
on backlogs, a log-based storage structure. Timeslices are derived from backlogs by using the
important timeslice operator.

Using the I- or PLI-trees as indices on the transaction timestamps of the backlogs, we have
demonstrated that it is possible to choose the optimal outset for incrementally or decrementally
computing timeslices. This approach improves, possibly dramatically, the performance of the
timeslice operation in approximately 50% of all cases. In the remaining cases, there is a small,
constant overhead.

We have defined the two B+-tree-like data structures the I-tree and the PLI-tree. The I-tree is
a specialization of the B+-tree designed for append-only relations. The PLI-tree is a specialization
of the I-tree.

The I-tree index has a very regular structure and high space utilization. All nodes, root,
internal, and leaf, have the same format. No node is allocated before it is used, and each allocated
node is eventually fully packed. As in the B+-tree, nodes are connected via single pointers. The
PLI-tree is similar to the I-tree, but the nodes store no pointers. Instead, the pointers are computed,
which is possible due to the regular structure of the tree. An optimal fanout results, yielding a
very flat index. Main memory versions have been implemented as a proof of functionality.

The I- and PLI-trees eliminate problems found in existing append-only indices, e.g., Append-
only trees [GS 93] and Monotonic B+-trees [EWK 93], where nodes are not identical, double point-
ers are used, or not all pointer positions in allocated nodes are used.

The sizes of the I- and PLI-trees have been shown to be very small in comparison to the backlogs
they index. The I/O-cost of maintaining the trees is small for realistic high order trees. A PLI-tree
is smaller than and cheaper to maintain than an equivalent I-tree. However it requires a special
search algorithm, and leaf nodes cannot be linked together. Further extra information must be
stored in main memory for a PLI-tree to make the I/O-cost of the search algorithm the same as
for an equivalent I-tree.

Finally, we have shown that the trees are useful when computing a wide range of other queries,
such as, time-point queries, time-varying queries, moving window operator queries, Σ queries, and
random sampling.

Several interesting directions for future research exist. First, it would be interesting to imple-
ment the trees in an extensible database system. Second, it may be observed that the proposed
trees are not helpful for all queries. Extensions or new indices are needed for, e.g., point and
range queries. Specifically, the use of an index like the Time-Split B-tree [LS 93] together with
our proposed trees is an open problem. Third, we believe that further insight may be gained from
more elaborate performance studies with real data.
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A Algorithms For the I-tree and the PLI-tree

This appendix list the insertion algorithms for the I-tree and the PLI-tree. Insertion into these
trees is accomplished by two functions, append and adjust tree. For the PLI-tree, the search
algorithm is also given.

A.1 Insertion Algorithm for I-trees

The algorithm for appending to an I-tree is listed and explained below.

append(NewValue)
if (CurrentNode full)

create NewLeaf
insert NewValue into NewLeaf
CurrentNode.pointer[d-1] = NewLeaf - - connect CurrentNode to NewLeaf
adjust_tree(NewLeaf, Temp) - - function call

else - - CurrentNode not full
insert NewValue into CurrentNode[y]
y = y + 1
Temp = NewValue

The algorithm is called with a NewValue. If the current node is full, a new leaf is allocated, and
the new value inserted here. The right-most pointer of the current node is set to point to the new
leaf and the algorithm adjust tree is called to correctly insert the new leaf. Otherwise, if the
current node is not full, the new value is inserted, and the value is saved in the variable Temp, to
be used in the algorithm adjust tree listed next and briefly explained in the following.

adjust_tree(NewLeaf, NewValue)
x = Max - - how many entries in Array
node_full = true
jump = true
- - scan Array for non-full node or jump
while (x > 0 and node_full == true and jump == true)

if (Array[x] not full)
node_full = false

else
if (x+1 <= Max and level(Array[x]) - level(Array[x+1]) > 1)

jump = false
else

x = x - 1
- - the tree is full
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Y if (x == 0 and Array[0] full and level(Array[0]) - level(Array[1]) <= 1)
create NewRoot
insert NewValue into NewRoot
NewRoot.pointer[0] = Root - - left most pointer to old root
NewRoot.pointer[1] = NewLeaf - - right most pointer to new leaf
Array[0] = NewRoot
Max = 1
Root = NewRoot

Y else - - the tree is not full
Z if (level(Array[x]) - level(Array[x+1]) > 1) - - a jump between levels

create NewNode
insert NewValue into NewNode
NewNode.pointer[0] = Array[x+1] - - sets left most pointer
NewNode.pointer[1] = NewLeaf - - sets right most pointer
Array[x].pointer[y] = NewNode - - change right most pointer
Array[x+1] = NewNode
Max = x + 2

Z else - - there is a node which is not full
insert NewValue into Array[x]
Array[x].pointer[y+1] = NewLeaf - - new right most pointer is used
Max = x + 1

Array[Max] = NewLeaf
CurrentNode = NewLeaf

The varable Max records how many slots are used in the dynamic array, Array[]. In the while
loop, the right-most chain is scanned for a non-full node or a jump between levels in the (right-
most) chain from the right-most leaf to the root. The three situations shown in Figure 5 on page 8
are handled in the subsequent if statements. The if marked Y handles the case where the I-tree
is full, and a new root is allocated. See Figure 5A. The if marked Z handles the case where the
is a jump between levels in the right-most chain. See Figure 5C. The else at Z handles the case
where a non-full node is found before a jump. See Figure 5B.

A.2 Insertion Algorithm for PLI-trees

The algorithm for appending to a PLI-tree is listed below. We indicate the differences from the
previous algorithm.

append(NewValue)
if (CurrentNode full)

adjust_tree(Temp) -- function call
create NewLeaf
insert NewValue into NewLeaf
ApArray[NodeNo] = NewLeaf -- save to NewLeaf in ApArray
NodeNo = NodeNo + 1
Array[Max] = NewLeaf
CurrentNode = NewLeaf

else -- CurrentNode not full
insert NewValue into CurrentNode[y]
y = y + 1
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Temp = NewValue

In comparison with the append algorithm for the I-tree, the function adjust tree is called before
a new leaf is created. Further, the maintenance of Array[max] and CurrentNode is move from
adjust tree to append because adjust tree is no longer called with a NewLeaf parameter. The
algorithm for adjusting PLI-trees is listed below.

adjust_tree(NewValue)
x = Max
node_full = true
jump = true
while (x > 0 and node_full == true and jump == true)

if (Array[x] not full)
node_full = false

else
if (x+1 <= Max and level(Array[x]) - level(Array[x+1]) > 1)

jump = false
else

x = x - 1
Y if (x == 0 and Array[0] full and level(Array[0]) - level(Array[1]) <= 1)

create NewRoot
insert NewValue into NewRoot
ApArray[NodeNo] = NewRoot
NodeNo = NodeNo + 1
Array[0] = NewRoot
Max = 1
Root = NewRoot

Y else
Z if (level(Array[x]) - level(Array[x+1]) > 1)

create NewNode
insert NewValue into NewNode
ApArray[NodeNo] = NewNode
NodeNo = NodeNo + 1
Array[x+1] = NewNode
Max = x + 2

Z else
insert NewValue into Array[x]
Max = x + 1

In comparison with the algorithm for the I-tree, the maintainance of the pointers between nodes
in the tree is eliminated.

A.3 Search Algorithm for PLI-trees

A high-level algorithm for search in PLI-trees is listed below. Explanations follow the algorithm.

search(search key)
node = Array[0]->node - - points to the root node of the tree
level no = node->level - - the level of the root
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in rmt = true - - to detect if search continues in the right-most subtree of the root
array no = 0
number = Σlevel no−1

i=0 di - - the root’s logical number
while (level no > 0) {

pointer no = find ptr no(node, search key) - - find the implicit pointer to follow
if (pointer no == 0) {
number = number − ((d− 1)(Σlevel no−2

i=0 di) + 1)
in rmt = false

}
else {

if (pointer no == d and rmt == true){
jump = level no - Array[array no + 1]->level
number = number + (pointer no− 2)Σlevel no−1

i=0 di + Σlevel no−jump−1
i=0 di + 1

array no = array no + 1
level no = Array[array no]->level

}
else {

rmt = false
number = number + (pointer no− 1)Σlevel no−1

i=0 di + Σlevel no−2
i=0 di + 1

}
}
node = get ph address(number, ap array)
if (in rmt == false)

level no = level no - 1
}
return(node)

The algorithm accepts a transaction-time argument. First, the root node and the level of the root
are found in the dynamic array, “Array.” The variable “in rmt” is used to indicate if the search
is in the right-most subtree which is not necessarily full. The variable “array no” records which
entry in “Array” that is being used. The logical number of the root is computed as explained in
Section 4.2.

In the “while” loop, it is first calculated which implicit pointer to follow to the next level.
If the left-most pointer is followed, then we are going to a node that was allocated earlier; we
thus subtract the all nodes that were allocated between the current node and the new node. The
formula for computing this was given in Section 4.2.

If the logical pointer number is not the left-most we go to a node that was allocated later. Two
possibilities exists. We are in the right-most subtree or not. If we are not in the right-most subtree
the new node number is again found using a formula developed in Section 4.2.

If we are in the the right-most chain, “Array” must be used to find the height of the new node.
The formula for computing the new number may be found in Section 4.2. Further, the entry in
“Array” must be taken into account if we are in the right-most chain. This is were “array no” is
used.

From the number calculated, the new node is retrieved from the array on nodes, “ap array,”
and the level number is decreased by one if we are not in the right-most chain. The while loop
continues until a leaf is reached.
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